
Chart Reading 101. 

Part 4 
Written by TuesdayFortnite 
 
Working in the Round from a chart confuses lots of people for many reasons.  Today we’re going to 

look at the basics and clear up some myths! 

 

First up you have to understand that just because a pattern is written ‘in the round’ doesn’t mean you 

end up with a circle!  In the round means you start at a centre point and work outwards from there.  

You can have a triangle, a square, a hexagon… 

 

Also you may or may not turn your work while working in the round.  Granny squares are a good 

example of this – some patterns turn at the end of each row, and some don’t. 

 

Finally a pattern in the round may be a continuous spiral with no set rounds (an example would be 

animaguri), or it might finish each round with a slip stitch before moving on to the next thing. 

 

Doily patterns can be very confusing as they may well include some turning rows, some rows that 

don’t, a continuous spiral centre and a ‘moving’ start point for each row.  By that I mean a point that is 

moved either by slip stitches, or by breaking the yarn and reattaching somewhere else. 

 

Wow! Where to start? 

 

Let’s Start at the very beginning  
A good place to start!  When starting crochet in the round you have 3 choices on how to begin.  You 

can 

 

1. Chain a small number (usually 6) and join into a circle with a slip stitch 

2. You can use a magic circle (which gets rid of the hole in the middle if that’s important) 

3. You can use a fake magic circle 

 

What’s a fake magic circle?  Well you make a slip stitch in which the tail end dictate the size of the 

loop.  Most people do slip stitches that are made bigger or smaller by pulling on the yarn that’s 

attached to the ball – you need to reverse whatever you do so that pulling on the tail end makes it 

bigger or smaller (yes this is important!).  One way I use is… 

 

 Make which ever hand you want to use (I’m left handed and use my right) into a ‘gun’ shape – 

that’s right, point your index finger, stick your thumb up and curl your other fingers in. 

 Now, lay the yarn end from your wrist and clamp down on it with your thumb to hold it in 

place. 

 Go OVER your pointer finger  (front to back) and back to the front TWICE so you have two 

loops on your finger (if you look at your finger you have 3 segments – one next to the hand, 

one with your nail on, and one in the middle – try to get your two loops in the two segments 

nearest your hand, leaving your nail one free) 

 Pop the ball end under your fingers to hold them in place (you can put the ball end here as 

well now if that’s easier) 

 Now we’re going to play leap frog!  Move the yarnloop at the back (nearest your hand) over 

the ‘front’ loop.  Don’t take it off your finger though, pop it into that spare finger segment 

with your fingernail.  You might need to hold it in place with a finger from your free hand. 

 Now play leap frog again – move the new back loop over the ‘front’ loop (the one you are 

holding in place) and over the tip of your finger. 

 Pull the yarn ends and you’ll find that you have a slip knot where the size of the loop comes 

from the tail end. 

 (note: you can use the same method to get a ball end slip knot – just bring the ball end from 

your wrist) 



OK, so we have a slip knot that tightens from the tail end – now what? 

 

 Make a reasonably big loop in your slip knot.  Go into your loop with your crochet hook, and 

pick up the yarn as usual.  Work your Single or Double crochet as per your pattern 

over/around the strand of yarn of the loop. 

 Join with a slip knot if required by your pattern (or keep going if not) but once you’ve done a 

couple of stitches… 

 PULL (relatively gently) the tail end of your yarn and the hole will magically close up and 

vanish!  Note: this WON’T WORK if you have a ball end slip knot! 

 

Ok, we know how to start… what’s next? 

 

Getting it Flat 
Next up I want to talk about making a circle and working in the round.  How do you get it flat?  Well 

this is simple maths (and using this you can get the basis for a simple hat – don’t say I never give you 

anything!)  Take the number of stitches in your first round.  This could be 6, 8 , 12…  We’re going to 

go with 12 for this example. 

 

Each row you are going to increase by 12 stitches. 

 

So Row 1 is 12 stitches 

Row 2 = 12 + 12 stitches = 24.  (work 2 stitches into each stitch around the circle) 

Row 3 = 24 + 12 stitches = 36. (work 2 stitches into every 2
nd

 stitch around the circle) 

Row 4 = 36 + 12 stitches = 48  (work 2 stitches into every 3
rd

 stitch around the circle) 

Row 5 = 48 + 12 stitches = 60  (work 2 stitches into every 4
th

 stitch around the circle) 

 

You get the idea?  Good. 

 

So, generally speaking the taller the stitch, the more you need in your starting circle.  A good rule of 

thumb goes: 

 

SC = 6 

HDC = 8 

DC = 12 

TC = 24 

 

So, taking our little pattern above with DC we would have 

 

Row 1 = 12 DC into the middle loop, ss 

Row 2 = 2 DC into each stitch around (24) ss 

Row 3 = *1 DC, 2DC into the next stitch** - repeat from * to end (36) ss 

Row 4 = *1 DC into next 2 stitches, 2DC into next stitch** - repeat from * to end (48) ss 

Row 5 = *1 DC into next 3 stitches, 2DC into next stitch** - repeat from * to end (60) ss. 

 

Which would look something like: 

(chart from Amineko cat pattern) 

  Single Crochet   

2 SC increase 

 
 Now you’ll notice a couple of things on this chart.  

 

1. This chart has been written ‘right handed’ 

which means it reads in the direction you would work – 

we are going ANTI-CLOCKWISE – follow the blue line 

and you’ll see what I mean 

2. Each increase goes into the 2
nd  

stitch of the 

increase of the previous row (does that make sense?) 



3. There are no Row ENDS! (so in this case no slip stitches) 

 

Which brings me neatly to my next talking point… 

 

Stitch Markers 
Now, you don’t need pretty stitch markers with beads and you don’t need to dash out and buy a load 

unless you want to. 

What you do need is a method of marking your starting point.  I’ve used bits of yarn draped over the 

stitch, paper clips, nappy pins, hair pins, circular plastic stitch markers, lobster clips (like you get on 

phone charms) and hoop earrings.  It doesn’t matter what you use – just that you mark the start of your 

round some how! 

What I do is (taking the example above) make stitch 1 of row 1 and count 6SC.  Then I take my marker 

out and clip it around the stitch currently on my hook.  Then I work into the top of the 1
st
 SC, knowing 

that I have just started Row 2.  I know I have to work 2 SC in each stitch around… 

When I get back to my marker I remove the marker and clip it around the loop on my hook again – and 

start row 3… 

 

What about ‘taller’ stitches? 
It is more likely that at the end of each round you’ll be joining with a slip stitch and then chaining up to 

allow for your first stitch.  In the case of DC for example you’ll join with a slip stitch, and then chain 3 

to count as the first DC.  Your stitch marker in this case would go on the 3
rd

 of the 3Ch to mark the 

start of your round, and the chain into which you’ll work the Slip stitch when you get there. 

 

But what about…?  
Ok, so we have working in a tiny stitch in a continuous spiral.  Hopefully we have an idea of the maths 

as well (have a look at a few basic hat patterns and you’ll see this maths time and again – usually with 

some ‘straight’ rows after a while and then some decrease rows). 

 

The world isn’t full of SC coasters though, so what happens when we get something that looks like (ok, 

deep breath)… 

 

 
 

Like we did for the flat work we’re going to break this down, so don’t panic.  Glancing at the pattern 

you already know what most of the symbols mean – they are standard symbols and you don’t even 

need a legend.  However, there are two symbols we’ve not met before in the context of these tutorials 

so… 

 

 



 
Chain 

  Single Crochet 

 

Double Crochet 

 

Slip Stitch (that’s the little black dot) 

 
Magic Circle (or chain 4-6 and join with slip stitch) 

 

Lets take a closer look at the rounds… 

 

Row 1 

 So, we start with a Chain – we can see the chain coming up out of the magic circle and 

then we will work in an ANTI-CLOCKWISE direction.  So we have a Single crochet, a 

chain, SC, ch, SC, ch etc.. for a total of 8SC and a final chain before joining with a Slip 

stitch to the 1
st
 Single Crochet. 

 

With me so far?   Good.  How do I know I’m working in an anti-clockwise direction?  Well, it’s 

common usage mostly, but often it will be pretty obvious from the rest of the pattern – see the next 

row… 

 

Row 2 

 Now, you can see the 3 chain next to the little red 2  and to the right of that 

you can see the END OF ROW slip stitch – so you know you are working 

AWAY from that – so we are still going Anti-clockwise, we haven’t turned our 

work. 

 

The slip stitch at the end of Row 1 has put you ready to work your 3 chain 

immediately, you’ll then do Ch1 and a DC into the 1Ch space of the previous 

row.  (the 3Ch will be coming from the top of the SC, it doesn’t matter).  

You’ll then work a little DC V stitch (we had those in our flat work remember?)  - So DC, 1Ch, DC 

into the next Ch space along all around the circle giving you 8 DC V stitches (we had 8 chain spaces 

remember) and join to the 3
rd

 of your 3 chain with a slip stitch. 

 

Row 3 

Again we can see the Ch3 with the slip stitch to the right, so we are 

working anti-clockwise and not turning the work. 

 

We can also see that we have a 4DC shell into each of the 1Ch space 

of the round below – separated by a single Chain. 

 

Away you go! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Row 4 

So far we’ve been working a little circle but suddenly 

we’ve got a square! 

 

We’ve lost our slip stitch marker, but we can see a DC 

worked into the top of the 3 chain.  It would be impossible 

to do that stitch immediately after a Ch3, so we are still 

working anti-clockwise and not turning the work. 

 

This time our first stitches are a bit different though.  We 

do our chain three, and then 2DC sort of ‘back’ on 



ourselves into the LAST 1ch gap of the previous row.  Then we have Ch1, DC V stitch into next ch 

space, Ch1, [3DC, 2Ch, 3DC] into next Ch space (creating a corner) and so on around until we do the 

last 3DC and then a DC into the 3
rd

 of the original 3Ch (or you could do 2Ch and a slip stitch – it 

would make much difference to be honest) 

 

So can you work out the final Row by yourself? 

 

 

Travelling Slip Stitches 
Sometimes the pattern will want you to start at a different point, or it makes sense to put in a ‘secret’ 

slip stitch to make the pattern exact. 

 

We’ll talk about secret slip stitches in a moment, but travelling slip 

stitches are usually clearly marked.  Travelling slip stitches are those 

which are required to move you from the point you finished at to a new 

‘starting’ point.  In this example you have a run of DC fans in the 

previous row, and this row is a set of Chain Arches, you can see the 

‘travelling’ slip stitches needed move you to the right place.  
 

Occasionally you’ll see a strange symbol like an arrow head (something a bit like this,  but each 

company uses their own) which is where to reattach your yarn having tied off on the previous row.  

This happens on doilies with large sections of arches of chain for example where slip stitching to the 

middle of the next arch would make a thicker line. I’ve seen it used mostly on Russian and Japanese 

chart patterns, and I’ll be honest, I tend to slip stitch my way there rather than break my yarn unless 

there is a huge distance to cover. 

 

Partial Patterns 
It is common for a circular pattern to only give you a bit of the pattern – such as quarter or an 1/8

th
.  We 

already looked at partial patterns for flat work in Part 3, but circular patterns can take a bit of leap of 

faith. 



Slip Stitch here! 

 
Above is a pattern for a doily printed in its entirety.  That’s all you got.  Now the symbols we should be 

able to work out (there is chain, SC and DC) but there seems to be no instruction as to what to do at the 

start of each row!  Each person would approach this slightly differently, but I’m going to walk you 

through what I would do.  
 

 

 

 

First up there is a note  (bottom right) telling us to 

make a ring of 6 chain and join into a ring.  Then to 

work 5Ch, 1DC, 2Ch, 1DC around for a total of 7DC.  

2 Ch and slip stitch (yes that symbol is missing) into 

the 3
rd

 of the original Chain 5. 

 
I have interpreted this is a non-turning pattern – but there’s nothing stopping you turning if you wanted 

to.  Incidentally this pattern ‘reads’ left to right like you would expect.  If you think about it though 

that’s still Anti-clockwise! 

 

Row 2 

Now we go to the top left of the diagram.  That first little bit you can see (the 

3DC’s separated by 2Ch?) that’s the 1
st
 row but only a little bit of it. So we are 

looking at the next row out.  I can see that it is made up of DC’s separated by 

1Chain, and that there are 3DC’s into each 2Ch space of the previous row. 

 

But how do I do that? 

Well, The SS we did at the end of the last round puts me at the top of a 

DC. 

 

I have a choice here -  I can 

1. Do a Chain 3 to count as my first DC right where I am   OR 

2. Do another slip stitch AROUND the 2Ch space to move me into that space (red *) before 

doing the Ch3,  

…then Chain 1, DC, Chain 1 and DC into the first 2 Chain space.  Then Chain and do another set 

of DC into the next chain space and so on until I run out of 2 Chain spaces.  I’ll then chain and join 

with a SS to the 3
rd

 of the 4 chain (green *) 

Extra 
Slip 
Stitch 
here! 

* 

* 

* 

R1  R2 

End of 
Row 
Slip 
Stitch 
here! 



 

Row 3 and 4 

So, Row 3. 

I can see it’s a DC (separated by 2Ch) into each 1Ch space of Row 2. 

My previous row finished on the top of a DC (green *), so I probably want 

to do my secret slip stitch (red *) around the 1 Ch space again just to move 

me along a bit, before doing my 5 chain and setting off (3 to count as the 1
st
 

DC, the other 2 as the ‘spacer’.  When I get to the end I do a slip stitch 

(orange *) as before into the 3
rd

 of the 5 turning chain. 

 

Row 4 

I can see there are 3DC into each 2Ch space around this row.  Again I can 

choose to do my ‘secret slip stitch’ if I wish, before Chain3 to count as the 

first DC and away we go.  We’ll finish with a Slip stitch into the 3
rd

 of the Chain3. 

 

Row 5 

 

Row 5 is straight DC into the top of each DC of the previous row.  My Slip 

stitch put me on top of a DC so I don’t need any secret slip stitches this time 

– away I go…. 

 

From here you should be able to work out the pattern yourself… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Making a circle into a half…  
I’m frequently asked about changing a doily into a half circle for narrow tables or shelves – or even for 

modifying into a shawl. 

 

Taking the pattern we already have, you have one edge already done for you.  This time you will be 

turning your work as you will be working back and forth. 

 

Let’s say I want to make a ½ circle.  First of all I need to modify the ring. If you look at the original 8 

stitches and cut it in half you’ll find that you have FIVE (not four, don’t just half the number) DC – so 

for our first row we do: 

Ch5, DC, Ch2, DC, Ch2, DC, Ch2, DC into our little ring.  Now we are at the ‘edge’.  Turn the work. 

 

Because we want our edges to be straight 

and not waver in and out, we will ignore the 

secret slip stitches and immediately do 3Ch 

(to count as our first DC) and then Ch1 and 

3DC into each 2Ch space across.  Note: I 

would probably do my last DC into the top 

of the 3ch of the previous row just to get the 

edges to line up) 

 

Row 3 – again we don’t need any secret slip 

stitches and Ch5 (3 to count as the first DC 

and 2 more as a spacer), again finishing on 

the turning chain rather than in the space… 

 

Because I am working into half the amount 

of original spaces, I end up with a perfect 

half circle that will lie flat on my narrow 

shelf. 

 

Obviously if you wanted to do any angle 

R1 R2  R3  R4 

* * 
* 



you could now work out how to do it!  A quarter (to fit into a corner for example) would be 3 starting 

DC and a ‘shawl’ shape (sort of a pie with a missing wedge) could be 7! 

 

Let me know if there are any questions I haven’t answered – or anything you want covering in the next 

topic… 


